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Preface

Robert Bals

CPET is one of the most useful and informative diagnostic
approaches in pulmonary medicine. It offers deep insight into
the cardiopulmonary network and generates data that can be
used in diagnosis, staging and outcome prediction in multiple
lung diseases. In the hands of an experienced investigator,
exercise testing looks easy and elegant. For the patient, exercise
testing focuses on relevant outcomes, such as exercise capacity
and dyspnoea. It also has the benefit of being noninvasive.

However, for novices in this area, the large amount of
information generated and the task of interpreting this data can
cause a sense of reluctance. The data that result from exercise
testing differ in complexity, ranging from simple one-figure
measurements to graphical displays of time curves requiring
sophisticated interpretation of. As a result, a comprehensive
summary of the methodology of CPET is urgently needed to
ensure its more frequent use in clinical practice.

This ERS Monograph is therefore timely as it provides the reader
with a broad and detailed overview of the various CPET
applications. The initial chapters summarise the technologies
and standard techniques used. They are followed by sections
about individual disease areas and a chapter on lung
transplantation. Self-assessment cases have also been included in
this book, a first for the ERS Monograph book series. We hope
that our readers like this new feature and will find it useful.

The Guest Editors Paolo Palange, Pierantonio Laveneziana,
J. Alberto Neder and Susan A. Ward have worked very hard on
topic selection and to integrate these aspects into a book that
summarises current knowledge. Together with the authors, they
have produced a practice-guideline publication that comprises both
background information and hands-on application. I am sure this
comprehensive review will be useful in the clinical practice of a
broad range of respiratory physicians, and will improve patient care.

Disclosures: R. Bals has received grants from the German Research
Ministerium and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. He has also received
personal fees from GSK, AstraZeneca, Boehringer Ingelheim and CSL Behring.
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Introduction: CPET in clinical
practice. Recent advances, current
challenges and future directions
J. Alberto Neder1, Pierantonio Laveneziana2,3, Susan A. Ward4 and
Paolo Palange5,6,7,8

This introductory chapter aims to answer three key questions germane to the uses of CPET
in respiratory practice. 1) In the past 10 years, what have been the specific scenarios in
which CPET has advanced the provision of clinical information valuable to decision
making? 2) What are the current challenges facing clinical CPET interpretation? 3) What
are the key gaps in knowledge that deserve special attention in the next 10 years in order to
expand CPET application in clinical settings? Each of these pertinent questions is answered
in the context of the main indications for CPET, i.e. investigation of exercise intolerance
and dyspnoea, risk assessment, and outcome evaluation of therapeutic interventions.

Background

The European Respiratory Society (ERS) has an established track record in producing
publications that focus on clinical exercise testing applied to the management of chronic
lung diseases. Following the seminal ERS Task Force guidelines published in 1997 [1] and
updated in 2007 [2], previous ERS Monographs on Clinical Exercise Testing proved
influential in shaping the field [3, 4]. These efforts contributed to the dissemination of the
message that, in the appropriate clinical context, CPET does add clinically relevant
information. In fact, computerised “metabolic” systems are now available in most advanced
pulmonary function laboratories worldwide. As shown in figure 1, 3541 of the 5100
(∼70%) manuscripts involving CPET since 1978 have been published in the past 10 years
(Web of Science; https://apps.webofknowledge.com). This not only indicates that a new
Monograph is timely but that it is also poised to attract a larger readership compared to
previous editions.

Copyright ©ERS 2018. Print ISBN: 978-1-84984-095-8. Online ISBN: 978-1-84984-096-5. Print ISSN: 2312-508X. Online ISSN: 2312-5098.

Correspondence: J. Alberto Neder, Laboratory of Clinical Exercise Physiology, Division of Respirology and Sleep Medicine, Dept of
Medicine, Queen’s University and Kingston Health Sciences Centre, 102 Stuart Street, Kingston, ON, Canada K7L 2V6. E-mail: alberto.
neder@queensu.ca

1Laboratory of Clinical Exercise Physiology, Division of Respirology and Sleep Medicine, Dept of Medicine, Queen’s University and
Kingston General Hospital, Kingston, ON, Canada. 2Sorbonne Université, INSERM, UMRS1158 Neurophysiologie respiratoire
expérimentale et clinique, Paris, France. 3AP-HP, Groupe Hospitalier Pitié-Salpêtrière Charles Foix, Service des Explorations Fonctionnelles
de la Respiration, de l’Exercice et de la Dyspnée du Département ‘R3S’, Paris, France. 4Human Bio-Energetics Research Centre, Crickhowell,
UK. 5Dept of Public Health and Infectious Diseases, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy. 6Chief Internal Medicine and Pulmonary
Division, Adult Cystic Fibrosis Program. 7Policlinico Umberto I Hospital, Rome, Italy. 8Lorillard-Spencer Foundation, Rome, Italy.
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The 2007 Monograph cogently pointed out that CPET should be viewed as an adjunct to
previous comprehensive medical evaluation comprising of: medical history, physical
examination and, according to the specific clinical scenario, appropriate complementary tests
(e.g. haematocrit, resting ECG, chest imaging, arterial blood–gas and acid–base status, resting
pulmonary function, echocardiography) [4]. Thus, there is a key interpretative feature of
CPET which, if ignored, may constitute an important source of frustration for the requesting
physician: the test should always be interpreted in the light of the pre-test likelihood of
abnormality. In fact, many patients referred for CPET have undergone extensive investigations,
including chest computed tomography, transthoracic echocardiography and measurement of
circulating biomarkers (e.g. troponin, brain natriuretic peptide). It is therefore the referring
physician’s task to integrate the described pattern(s) of dysfunction into his/her diagnostic
plan or prognostic assessment. This has become even more relevant in the past decade as the
“typical” patient currently referred to CPET has multiple comorbidities in addition to
polypharmacy, obesity and extreme sedentarism. It follows that the individual showing a single
mechanism of exercise intolerance has become exceedingly rare in the CPET laboratory.

In this challenging scenario, this Monograph aims to provide a comprehensive update on
the contemporary uses of CPET to answer clinically relevant questions in respiratory
medicine. This introduction to the Monograph provides a succinct overview of the key
extant gaps in knowledge; the application of CPET-based investigations in these gaps might
prove valuable to the improvement of patient care.

What are the specific scenarios in which CPET has advanced the
provision of clinically relevant information in the past decade?

Investigating exercise intolerance

Dyspnoea as a cause of exercise intolerance
In respirology practice, CPET is now more commonly requested as part of the work-up
for unexplained or disproportionate exertional dyspnoea [5–13]. As discussed elsewhere
in this Monograph [14], the test is more suited to describing patterns of dysfunction,
as different clusters of abnormalities overlap across specific diseases. CPET fundamentally
aims to shorten the list of differential diagnoses that could explain a patient’s symptoms; in
some circumstances, it also helps guide further investigations. Results might also give
reassurance that major dysfunction is not currently impacting on exercise responses.

In patients with known cardio-respiratory diseases, gaining insight into the pathophysiology of
dyspnoea and exercise limitation might prove valuable to clinical decision making, particularly
in patients with only mild-to-moderate disease. CPET may help clinicians unmask the
physiological mechanisms (and their interactions) underlying this symptom in a broad
spectrum of cardio-respiratory disorders (figure 2) [6]. The test may also help clinicians
identify additional mechanisms leading to dyspnoea deemed “independent of” or “not directly
related to” the disease under consideration. It can also be used to explore the mechanisms by
which exertional dyspnoea can be ameliorated after pharmacological and non-pharmacological
interventions [15]; a chapter by O’DONNELL et al. [16] in this Monograph considers this
area further.

Recognition that useful insights into the mechanical underpinnings of dyspnoea are gained
by following the operating lung volumes [17] has proved important in enhancing the test’s
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ability to explain exercise intolerance [18]. Specifically, it has been recognised that
constraints to VT expansion [19], as determined by a critical IRV, are paramount to
exertional dyspnoea in obstructive and restrictive lung diseases [20]; this is considered
further in chapters about COPD [21] and ILD [22] later in this Monograph. In this context,
the strengths and limitations of performing IC manoeuvres to uncover these constraints are
now better recognised compared with 10 years ago. A great deal of work has helped better
standardise this approach as well as the strategies used to interpret the derived variables (as
reviewed in [23]). Exercise IC manoeuvres also allow tidal flow–volume loops to be correctly
placed relative the maximum pre-exercise loop, thereby allowing better recognition of
expiratory flow limitation [24]. Owing to these advances, most of the commercially available
CPET systems now offer IC recording with tidal-to-maximal flow–volume loop displays.

Another pathophysiological feature that is important to the genesis of dyspnoea is excess
exercise ventilation (“ventilatory inefficiency”) as reflected by increased V′E as a function of
metabolic demand (i.e. V′CO2) (a chapter by WARD [25] in this Monograph discusses the
determinants of physiological responses to muscular exercise in healthy subjects). The potential
for high indices of ventilatory inefficiency (V′E–V′CO2 or the minimum ventilatory equivalent
(V′E/V′CO2min)) to trigger uncomfortable respiratory sensations in cardio-respiratory disease
has long been recognised [26, 27]. More recently, several studies have demonstrated that a high
ventilatory inefficiency is an early sign of impaired gas exchange efficiency (increased “wasted”
ventilation) and/or excessive afferent stimuli to ventilation (as recently reviewed in [28]) as it is
related to a high respiratory neural drive and dyspnoea in symptomatic smokers [29, 30] and
patients with mild COPD [31, 32], heart failure [8], heart failure–COPD [33, 34], ILD [35] and
pulmonary hypertension (PH) [36, 37]. Thus, the use of different indices of the V′E–V′CO2

relationship has proved useful in the interpretation of CPET responses in patients with
unexplained or disproportionate exertional dyspnoea [38].

Investigating potential pulmonary vascular disease
In the past decade, pulmonary vascular disease, particularly PH, has been more frequently
recognised as a cause of exertional dyspnoea [36, 37]. Several studies found that a cluster of
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Figure 1. Number of publications on CPET indexed in the Web of Science (https://apps.webofknowledge.
com) since 1978. Note that 70% were published in the past 10 years. The content of the current ERS
Monograph (published in 2018) is based on literature published up to the end of 2017.
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CPET findings indicative of combined metabolic–cardiovascular (e.g. low ΔV′CO2/ΔWR, an
O2 pulse plateau, early θL) and ventilatory gas exchange abnormalities (high V′E–V′CO2

indices, low PETCO2) suggest pulmonary vascular disease in patients with a high pre-test
likelihood of disease [36, 37]; pulmonary vascular diseases are considered further later in
this Monograph [39]. Atypically high V′E–V′CO2 indices in a COPD patient in whom there
is no anatomic cause for increased wasted ventilation (e.g., extensive emphysema) [40] and/
or a low PaCO2 set-point (e.g. selected patients with associated heart failure) [41] might also
prompt further investigation to rule out PH [42, 43]. Conversely, a test showing a normal
V′E–V′CO2 indices and PETCO2 (values and trajectory) can reassure that “significant” PH is
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Figure 2. Integrative mechanisms at the origin of dyspnoea. Respiratory command derives from the input of
both the motor cortex and the medulla. These commands are integrated at the spinal level and transmitted
to the muscular effectors of the respiratory system. The subsequent activation of the respiratory muscles
will generate afferent inputs that are fed back to the respiratory command centres and the somatosensory
cortex. The comparison of the corollary discharge and the ensuing afferent feedback may present a
mismatch, and dyspnoea will occur when a negative effect is attributed to this mismatch by the limbic
cortex, which will also be influenced and modulated by memory and the prevailing environment.
Reproduced and modified from [6] with permission.
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unlikely in an individual at risk, e.g. with residual exercise intolerance after pulmonary
embolism [44–46].

CPET as an adjunct to the investigation of ischaemic heart disease
There is some limited evidence that a downward deflection of the V′O2–WR relationship
and a plateau in the O2 pulse profile are occasionally associated with ischaemic heart
disease [47, 48], as discussed later in this Monograph [49]. Concomitant (or subsequent)
ECG abnormalities may occur, particularly in more advanced disease [50]. Although there
are other more sensitive and specific modalities to investigate coronary artery disease, those
abnormalities should be valued in an individual at risk.

CPET to uncover dysfunctional breathing and/or hyperventilation
Non-physiological changes and increased variability in breathing pattern, which are
frequently accompanied by varied degrees of alveolar hyperventilation, can be identified in
patients undergoing CPET due to unexplained dyspnoea [51–53]. Although those
abnormalities are not always idiopathic (i.e. “primary”) [54], once identified they might
avoid potentially iatrogenic and costly procedures in patients who have frequently been
extensively investigated.

Risk assessment

Prognosis in cardiopulmonary diseases
As a consequence of marked advances in the pharmacological and non-pharmacological
treatment of heart failure in the past 10 years [55], there have been substantial changes in
the variables (and their cut-offs) for predicting poor outcome (as detailed later in this
Monograph, in chapters covering responses that are diagnostic for cardiac diseases [49] and
exercise testing in the evaluation of lung and heart disease patients [56]). For example,
lower peak V′O2 thresholds compared with those used in seminal studies [57] are now used
in multi-parametric models of risk estimation [58, 59]. A flattening submaximal V′O2

trajectory has been shown to be useful to predict poor prognosis in heart failure with either
reduced, mid-range or preserved ejection fraction [60]. Moreover, submaximal ventilatory
(high V′E–V′CO2 indices, oscillatory ventilation) and gas exchange variables (low PETCO2)
have been recognised as independent predictors of poor prognosis [61]. Similar variables
(with the exception of oscillatory ventilation) have proved valuable as prognosticators in
PAH [62]. Limited evidence suggests that high excessive exertional ventilation also predicts
poor outcome in COPD (in association with resting hyperinflation) [63] and ILD (in
association with low peak exercise capacity and mechanical constraints) [35].

Pre-operative assessment
In the pre-operative assessment of lung resection surgery, some more recent reports
described a role for high V′E–V′CO2 indices in the prediction of a negative outcome in
patients with intermediate peak V′O2 values [64, 65]; HARVIE and LEVETT [66] provide a
chapter on pre-operative evaluation (including lung transplantation) later in this
Monograph. The value of traditional variables previously found to be useful in the
pre-operative assessment of major abdominal surgery (low peak V′O2 and/or V′O2ΘT) has
been extended to colorectal, hepatobiliary, urological and abdominal aortic aneurysm
surgery (as recently reviewed in [67, 68]).
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Effects of interventions

Constant WR testing
Assessment of the tolerance of constant WR exercise pre- and post-interventions, usually
accompanied by non-invasive evaluation of lung mechanics (serial IC measurements) and
dyspnoea, has been more widely used in patients with COPD (the role of exercise testing in
defining the response to COPD interventions is discussed in a chapter by O’DONNELL et al.
[16] later in this Monograph). There has also been renewed interest (albeit to a lesser
extent) in the same testing modality for assessing the effects of interventions in patients
with ILD, PAH and cystic fibrosis (as reviewed in [15]).

Incremental exercise testing
Changes in the submaximal responses to incremental exercise, particularly those reflecting
improved O2 delivery and lower ventilatory demands, have been more frequently used to
demonstrate the beneficial effects of selected interventions in pulmonary vascular disease,
e.g. sildenafil in PAH [69] and heart failure with reduced ejection fraction [70], calcium
channel blockers in selected patients with idiopathic PAH [71], and vasodilators and
thromboendarterectomy in chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension [72, 73].
The incremental protocol has also been used to detect the effects of cardiovascular
medications in heart failure with reduced and preserved ejection fraction, including
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor blockers, different types
of β-blockers and sildenafil (as reviewed in [58]).

What are the current challenges facing clinical CPET interpretation?

Investigation of exercise intolerance

The patient with multiple potential causes of exercise intolerance
As previously mentioned, the patient with isolated respiratory or cardiovascular causes
of exercise intolerance is an uncommon client of modern clinical CPET laboratories. It
is more common for patients to have multiple comorbidities whose individual
contribution to exertional symptoms is difficult to ascertain, particularly against a
background of polypharmacy. This complex combination of abnormalities was less
prevalent (and complex) some decades ago when CPET was initially used to uncover
the “main” mechanism of exercise intolerance in subjects with unexplained dyspnoea
[74–77].

The emergence of “novel” causes of exercise intolerance
The burden of obesity [78] and extreme sedentarism [79] has markedly increased in the
past few decades worldwide. It follows that the boundaries between heart–lung disease
and the physiological consequences of these contemporary changes have become
difficult to discriminate in individual patients. It is worth noting that nowadays, many
patients are referred to CPET with pre-existing abnormalities whose individual
contribution to exertional symptoms remains largely unknown, e.g. metabolic syndrome
[80], exercise-induced diastolic dysfunction [81], atrial fibrillation [82], left atrial
abnormalities [83, 84], isolated respiratory muscle weakness [85] and chronotropic
incompetence [86].
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The limitations of noninvasive CPET in the identification of cardiocirculatory causes of
exercise intolerance
Ventilatory and gas exchange variables (in addition to ECG, HR and systemic BP) are not
sensitive for uncovering mild-to-moderate cardiocirculatory abnormalities on exercise [58].
For instance, flattening of the V′O2/WR relationship [48] might only be evident in patients
with moderate-to-severe cardiac output impairment [50]. Even in these patients, it is not
uncommon to observe a late-exercise rise in V′O2 due to the increased metabolic cost of
ventilation in morbidly obese subjects [87] and those with respiratory comorbidity [20]. Thus,
a plateau in the V′O2/WR plateau might not be clearly discernible, particularly in a short test.
Interpretation of the O2 pulse has also become more complex in the past decade because of
the growing prevalence of patients whose exertional HR is under pharmacological (β-blocker,
ivabradine) or non-pharmacological (pacemaker) control. Anaemia and/or hypoxaemia may
severely decrease arterial O2 content, making O2 pulse interpretation particularly challenging
in a physically unfit patient. In some patients with unexplained exercise intolerance, an
abnormally low cardiac output is not mechanistically linked to intrinsic cardiopulmonary
disease but a failure to increase right atrial pressure, i.e. reduced pre-load [88].

It is also important to recognise that there are “central cardiovascular” causes of dyspnoea that
are not associated with substantial impairment in stroke volume and/or cardiac output, e.g.
heart failure with preserved ejection fraction [89, 90], exercise-induced PH [91] and right
ventricle-to-pulmonary circulation uncoupling [58]. Thus, CPET variables reflecting
“downstream” consequences of impaired O2 delivery might be insensitive to these common
abnormalities. In this context, measurement of pulmonary haemodynamics, left ventricular
filling pressures, Fick cardiac output and arterial–venous O2 content difference might be useful
in selected patients with unexplained exercise intolerance (“invasive CPET”) [92, 93]. A less
complex approach involves CPET in association with exercise echocardiography to assess stroke
volume, diastolic function, mitral function, left ventricular outflow and dynamic pulmonary
arterial pressures (“CPET imaging”) [94]. For instance, right ventricle-to-pulmonary circulation
uncoupling showed an important role in determining flattening of the V′O2/WR relationship in
patients with different cardiovascular diseases referred for exertional dyspnoea [95]. This
specific haemodynamic abnormality was associated with high V′E–V′CO2 indices [94] and left
atrial dynamic impairment in heart failure [84] and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [96].
Moreover, an echocardiographic E/e′ ratio of >15 at peak exercise in association with high V′E–
V′CO2 indices has been found useful in the diagnosis of heart failure with preserved ejection
fraction in hypertensive patients with unexplained dyspnoea [97].

Risk assessment

Limitations in the prognostic assessment of cardiopulmonary diseases
The value of peak V′O2 as a prognostic index in heart failure with reduced ejection
fraction has been constantly re-examined; there is therefore ongoing controversy regarding
the “best” peak V′O2 threshold (if any) for each individual patient [58]. As outlined in a
chapter by AGOSTONI and CATTADORI [49] later in this Monograph, it seems unlikely that
CPET variables alone can predict outcome in such a heterogenous disease. The effects of
interventions on the submaximal ventilatory gas exchange variables (e.g. V′E–V′CO2

indices, PETCO2) have not been prospectively investigated in a large number of patients;
their predictive role may therefore change over time depending on the specific treatment
approach. Categories of progressive risk for PH patients have also been proposed based on
ventilatory gas exchange variables [62]. However, the supporting evidence for the chosen
cut-off remains rather limited compared with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction.
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Limitations in pre-operative assessment
Peak V′O2 is still widely used in practice for risk estimation at pre-operative assessment (as
discussed in a chapter on pre-surgical evaluation later in this Monograph [66]). However,
this is an effort-dependent variable that is influenced by peripheral factors (detraining,
muscle weakness), particularly in lung cancer patients (who frequently present with
associated COPD). In this context, it remains largely unknown whether a given peak V′O2

carries similar prognostic information in a patient limited by “lung factors” (i.e.
mechanical-ventilatory and gas exchange) compared with another primarily limited by
peripheral abnormalities. Due to the effects of obesity in increasing V′O2 for a given WR
(as discussed in a chapter by NEDER et al. [14] in this Monograph), peak V′O2 might be
within the “low risk” range in a patient with severely reduced peak WR; moreover, peak
V′O2 correction by total body weight may penalise obese subjects exercising in a cycle
ergometer [98]. Submaximal variables are not free from controversies: the θL is not always
identified, particularly in ventilatory-limited patients with COPD [99]. In addition, the
V′E–V′CO2 slope decreases as critical mechanical constraints progress with COPD severity
[100]; thus, a relatively preserved (or even reduced) V′E–V′CO2 slope might give false
reassurance of low risk despite the presence of end-stage COPD.

Effects of interventions

The interpretation of changes in tolerance to constant WR testing
The magnitude of improvement in endurance exercise tolerance (time to intolerance
(Tlim)) is influenced by the baseline Tlim [101]. This largely stems from the fact that
tolerance to a given WR decreases hyperbolically above an individual’s highest sustainable
WR. i.e. critical power (CP) [102]. Thus, Tlim is expected to vary greatly among subjects
depending on where the selected WR lies in the individual’s power–duration relationship
[103]. For instance, if the pre-intervention WR is substantially above the CP, Tlim might be
excessively short. Conversely, a sub-CP test can be sustained for prolonged periods of time.
If the intervention increases CP, a test performed just above this parameter is biased to
“respond” to a greater extent than the other tests, i.e. regardless of the magnitude of the
true physiological effect. Under these circumstances, the meaning of a given absolute (s) or
relative (%) change in Tlim after an intervention might be difficult to interpret across
subjects [103].

The MCID for the constant WR test
Despite some valuable attempts in defining the MCID for Tlim in COPD (e.g. a 100-s or
33% increase from baseline) [104], these thresholds have not been prospectively validated
in COPD or other clinical populations. In fact, it is conceivable that the MCID varies
according to patient’s baseline Tlim, a complex issue that also complicates the
interpretation of changes in lung function over time [105].

What are the key gaps in the knowledge that need to be addressed in
the next 10 years to expand CPET application in the clinical arena?

CPET in the investigation of exercise intolerance: the key unmet clinical needs

Table 1 presents a list of research areas that should be considered in the future investigation
of exercise intolerance.
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The current limitations relating to the reference values for CPET either in adults or
children are not trivial, and are considered in greater detail in chapters by PUENTE-MAESTU

et al. [106] and BURGHARD et al. [107], respectively, elsewhere in this Monograph. In this
context, a global frame of reference (akin to the ERS-sponsored Global Lung Initiative for
pulmonary function tests [105]) based on a large number of subjects with a broad span of
age and body dimensions, and matched for habitual physical activity level, would be
particularly useful to enhance test interpretation. This also applies to the interpretation of
symptom burden: comprehensive reference intervals for Borg dyspnoea scores as a function
of WR [108] and ventilation, for instance, are not yet available. There is a noticeable
paucity of normal values for treadmill-based tests. In fact, there is an urgent need to

Table 1. Suggested avenues for patient-oriented research in the next 10 years; the outcomes of
such research may enhance the clinical applicability of CPET in respiratory medicine

Investigation of exercise intolerance
A global frame of reference for key metabolic, ventilatory and cardiovascular variables in

response to standardised cycle ergometer and treadmill protocols
Large normative standards for the trajectory of exertional symptoms as a function of exercise

intensity (WR) and physiological demands (V′O2 and V′E)
Prospective, multicentre studies addressing the role of CPET in discriminating syndromes of

exercise limitation in contemporary clinical populations with multiple co-existing diseases
Prospective, multicentre studies testing the incremental role (to commonly used metabolic and

ventilatory variables) of noninvasive measurements of lung mechanics and symptoms in the
investigation of exertional dyspnoea

The clinical value of adding noninvasive to minimally invasive methods to the estimation of stroke
volume and PaCO2

Milder constant load protocols to investigate the mechanisms of exercise intolerance in elderly
and frail patients

The role of common cardiovascular comorbidities in exertional dyspnoea in COPD and ILD
The independent role of diastolic dysfunction, left atrial enlargement, atrial fibrillation and

chronotropic incompetence in respiratory symptoms in patients with unexplained dyspnoea
CPET-based criteria to differentiate chaotic/erratic breathing patterns from data noise in subjects

with suspected dysfunctional breathing hyperventilation

Risk assessment
CPET variables added to multiparametric models of risk prediction
Prognostic assessment of patients with mild/early chronic respiratory disease
Risk stratification in chronic respiratory diseases other than COPD
Prospective multicentre studies to establish the actual role of CPET in addition to pulmonary

function tests and field-based tests in predicting poor outcome after lung resection surgery
Addition of the syndromic mechanism of exercise limitation to physiological thresholds in order

to improve the prognostic yield of CPET
Use of submaximal variables from the incremental test to predict poor outcome
Contrasting the predictive values of different metrics of ventilatory inefficiency across

disease states

Effects of interventions
Strategies to optimise the use of constant WR tests to assess the effects of respiratory

medication in individual patients
Feasible, pragmatic approaches to individualise the exercise intensity for endurance tests
Prospective multicentre studies to establish the MCID for changes in time to exercise intolerance

in different respiratory diseases
Robust criteria to discriminate “responders” from “non-responders” regarding exercise tolerance

in clinical trials
Submaximal variables from the incremental test to assess the effects of selected interventions
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address the long-standing dichotomy of cycle ergometer tests in respirology [2] versus
treadmill tests in cardiology [61]. This separation has negatively impacted the assessment of
exercise normalcy and quantification of impairment in patients who frequently present
with lung and heart diseases. Prospective multicentre studies should address the role of
CPET as a screening test to identify the syndromes of exercise limitation in contemporary
clinical populations with multiple coexisting diseases. Improving our understanding of the
confounding effects of obesity on the patterns of exercise limitation is paramount: linear
time trend forecasts suggest that by 2030, 51% of the North-American population will be
obese [78]. With this in mind, large investigations are specifically warranted to test the
incremental role (to standard metabolic gas exchange variables) of noninvasive
measurements of lung mechanics and symptoms in the clarification of the causes of
exertional dyspnoea.

In view of the current limitations of CPET in unequivocally differentiating central
cardiovascular from muscular-peripheral causes of exercise intolerance (further discussed
by AGOSTONI and CATTADORI [49] elsewhere in this Monograph) and indicating poor
ventilation/perfusion matching (further discussed by WEATHERALD and LAVENEZIANA [39]
elsewhere in this Monograph), noninvasive estimates of stroke volume and PaCO2 (capillary
or transcutaneous CO2 tension (PCO2)) might substantially improve “diagnostic” yield
[109–111]. Mild, submaximal protocols might improve our ability to investigate the
mechanisms of exercise intolerance in the growing population of severely disabled, elderly
patients [112]. It is also crucial to address the large gaps in the knowledge relative to the
independent contribution of common cardiovascular comorbidities to exertional dyspnoea
in COPD and ILD. This might prove particularly helpful in conditions that are potentially
associated with a high ventilatory drive secondary to increased pulmonary venous pressures
such as (moderate-to-severe) diastolic dysfunction [81], left atrial enlargement [83, 84] and
atrial fibrillation [82]. Last but not least, CPET-based criteria to differentiate chaotic/erratic
breathing patterns from data noise would be of a great value in a specific scenario in which
the test has a clear potential of impacting on clinical decision making [10] (abnormals
patterns of response are discussed further later in this Monograph [14].

CPET for risk assessment: the key unmet clinical needs

Table 1 presents a list of research areas that should be considered in the future investigation
of risk assessment.

Exercise responses may be more helpful in adding prognostic information to resting data in
patients with more preserved lung function. There is therefore a need to prospectively test
the prognostic value of CPET variables in patients with only mild or early chronic
respiratory disease. Few data are currently available regarding the use of CPET for risk
stratification in diseases other than COPD. Regardless of the specific disease, CPET variables
are more likely to prove useful if added to multiparametric models of risk prediction, such
as those developed for patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction [58, 59].

In the pre-operative assessment of lung resection surgery, more research is needed to clarify
the precise role of CPET in relation to imaging (e.g. scintigraphy) and field or walking tests
(SINGH and HARVEY-DUNSTAN [113] consider walking in the assessment of COPD patients
later in this Monograph). Variables deemed to reflect exercise (in)tolerance, such as peak
V′O2, are likely to be more informative if analysed in conjunction with potentially limiting
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mechanism(s). For instance, a low peak V′O2 due to severe mechanical constraints in a
patient with COPD probably signals a higher pre-operative risk than a similar value
obtained in a detrained patient with ample mechanical-ventilatory reserves. With the
exception of the V′E–V′CO2 relationship [59], little attention has been given to the ability of
the submaximal variables from the incremental test to predict poor outcome. The best
metric of ventilatory inefficiency for prognosis estimation is currently unclear [26]. For
instance, it is possible that additional information is gained from the V′E–V′CO2 intercept
or V′E/V′CO2min rather than the V′E–V′CO2 slope, particularly in mechanically limited
patients with COPD and lung cancer. A negative V′E intercept in a patient with combined
heart or pulmonary vascular disease signals a particularly high ventilatory drive, which is a
potent marker of poor prognosis in cardiovascular disease.

CPET to assess the effects of interventions: the key unmet clinical needs

Table 1 presents a list of research areas that should be considered in the future investigation
of the effects of interventions.

Constant WR tests are rarely used in practice (with the exception of clinical trials), partially
because little is known about how to integrate this information into decision making for
individual patients. The surmounting complexities in determining an individual’s CP are
unlikely to be solved in clinical populations [103]; feasible approaches to the
individualisation of exercise intensity for endurance tests are therefore warranted [114,
115]. Such pragmatic approaches might reduce the pre-intervention variability on Tlim,
thereby decreasing the sample size for interventional studies while aiding the interpretation
of changes [116]. Establishing robust criteria for CPET responders versus non-responders
would be valuable to titrate medications with a variable effect on exercise tolerance, such as
bronchodilators in COPD [117] and β-blockers in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction
[58]. In addition, submaximal variables from the incremental test have been largely neglected
in assessing the effects of interventions. This unmet need is particularly relevant in practice as
the incremental test is the only testing modality that is reimbursed in many countries.

Conclusion

As with any other topic, the potential usefulness of a clinical method of investigation
should be cautiously analysed in light of its current limitations. Such a sober and unbiased
approach is a crucial step in order to open real perspectives of improvement. Despite the
relevant advances outlined here, the authors recognise that CPET remains largely
undervalued and, therefore, underused in respiratory medicine worldwide. We hope that at
least part of the challenges facing contemporary CPET may be addressed in the next
10 years (table 1), thereby expanding its clinical application in respiratory medicine. At this
time, and considering the contemporary trends of increasing obesity, sedentarism,
polypharmacy and psychogenic causes of dyspnoea, it seems plausible that CPET will be
more frequently used in association with other noninvasive to minimally invasive [94, 109,
111, 118, 119] and, in some selected cases, invasive methods [92]. In this context, the
assessment and management of patients with exercise intolerance and dyspnoea would
benefit greatly from a new generation of modular “metabolic” systems with the capabilities
of measuring key cardiovascular (e.g. noninvasive stroke volume and cardiac output),
pulmonary gas exchange (e.g. estimated PaCO2 and dead space ventilation) and sensory
responses (continuous dyspnoea readings). The field would also greatly benefit from
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concerted and unified approaches to CPET, combining the efforts of major cardiological
and respiratory societies, including the American College of Chest Physicians (CHEST), the
American Heart Association (AHA), the American Thoracic Society (ATS), the European
Association for Cardiovascular Prevention and Rehabilitation (EACPR), the European
Society of Cardiology (ESC) and ERS.
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θL       lactate threshold

6MWD         6-min walk distance

6MWT          6-min walk test

BMI                  body mass index

BP                blood pressure

CO
2
              carbon dioxide

COPD          chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

CPET           cardiopulmonary exercise testing

DDLCO          diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide

EELV           end-expiratory lung volume

EILV           end-inspiratory lung volume

FEV1                forced expiratory volume in 1 s

FRC             functional residual capacity

FVC             forced vital capacity

HR               heart rate

IC                 inspiratory capacity

ILD  interstitial lung disease

IRV              inspiratory reserve volume

MCID          minimally clinically important difference

MVV           maximum voluntary ventilation

O
2
                 oxygen

PaCO
2
          arterial carbon dioxide tension

PAH pulmonary arterial hypertension

PaO
2
            arterial oxygen tension

PETCO
2
       end-tidal carbon dioxide tension

PETO
2
       end-tidal oxygen tension

RV   residual volume

SaO
2
                  arterial oxygen saturation

SpO
2
  arterial oxygen saturation measured by pulse oximetry

tE                 expiratory time

tI                  inspiratory time

TLC  total lung capacity

V’CO
2
           carbon dioxide output

VD                dead space volume

VE    expired volume

V’E             minute ventilation

V’O
2
                  oxygen uptake

VT                tidal volume

WR   work rate
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